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sample definition meaning merriam webster May 19 2024

the meaning of sample is a representative part or a single item from a larger whole or group especially when

presented for inspection or shown as evidence of quality specimen how to use sample in a sentence

sample english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 18 2024

a small amount of a substance that a doctor or scientist collects in order to examine it a blood urine sample b2 a

group of people or things that is chosen out of a larger number and is asked questions or tested in order to get

information about the larger group a random sample of voters

sampling distribution of the sample mean khan academy Mar 17 2024

take a sample from a population calculate the mean of that sample put everything back and do it over and over no

matter what the population looks like those sample means will be roughly normally distributed given a reasonably

large sample size at least 30

sampling methods types techniques examples scribbr Feb 16 2024

the sample is the group of individuals who will actually participate in the research to draw valid conclusions from

your results you have to carefully decide how you will select a sample that is representative of the group as a whole

this is called a sampling method

sample definition meaning dictionary com Jan 15 2024

a small part of anything or one of a number intended to show the quality style or nature of the whole specimen to

study a sample of the total population a sound of short duration as a musical tone or a drumbeat digitally stored in a

synthesizer for playback

types of sampling methods statistics article khan academy Dec 14 2023

in a statistical study sampling methods refer to how we select members from the population to be in the study if a

sample isn t randomly selected it will probably be biased in some way and the data may not be representative of the

population there are many ways to select a sample some good and some bad



sampling distribution definition formula examples Nov 13 2023

what is a sampling distribution a sampling distribution of a statistic is a type of probability distribution created by

drawing many random samples of a given size from the same population these distributions help you understand

how a sample statistic varies from sample to sample

1 10 methods of sampling statistics libretexts Oct 12 2023

instead we use a sample of the population a sample should have the same characteristics as the population it is

representing most statisticians use various methods of random sampling in an attempt to achieve this goal this

section will describe a few of the most common methods

sample definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Sep 11 2023

a sample is a small part of something that either represents a bigger whole or is designed to let you try something

out you might ask to try a sample of an exotic ice cream flavor before committing to buying a whole cone

sample definition types formula examples questionpro Aug 10 2023

what is a sample a sample is a smaller set of data that a researcher chooses or selects from a larger population

using a pre defined selection bias method these elements are known as sample points sampling units or

observations creating a sample is an efficient method of conducting research researching the whole population is

often

sampling methods in reseach types techniques examples Jul 09 2023

sampling methods in psychology refer to strategies used to select a subset of individuals a sample from a larger

population to study and draw inferences about the entire population common methods include random sampling

stratified sampling cluster sampling and convenience sampling

sample definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jun 08 2023

a sample is a small quantity of a product given free so that customers can try it or examine it before making the

decision to buy



discover music via samples cover songs and remixes whosampled May 07

2023

dig deeper into music by discovering direct connections among over 1 010 000 songs and 311 000 artists from hip

hop rap and r b via electronic dance through to rock pop soul funk reggae jazz classical and beyond whosampled s

verified content is built by a community of over 32 000 contributors make contributions to earn cred our

sample synonyms 36 similar words merriam webster Apr 06 2023

some common synonyms of sample are case example illustration instance and specimen while all these words mean

something that exhibits distinguishing characteristics in its category sample implies a part or unit taken at random

from a larger whole and so presumed to be typical of its qualities

examples of sample in a sentence merriam webster Mar 05 2023

definition of sample synonyms for sample we would like to see a sample of your work free samples were handed out

at the store a random sample of people filled out the survey i tasted a sample of the new cereal we looked at a

representative sample of public schools the sample included 96 women over the age of 40

what are sampling methods techniques types and examples Feb 04 2023

market researchers use various sampling methods to collect samples from a large population to acquire relevant

insights the best sampling strategy for research is determined by criteria such as the purpose of the study available

resources time and money and research hypothesis

sampling methods types techniques and examples Jan 03 2023

sampling refers to the process of selecting a subset of data from a larger population or dataset in order to analyze or

make inferences about the whole population in other words sampling involves taking a representative sample of data

from a larger group or dataset in order to gain insights or draw conclusions about the entire group

sample definition in the cambridge english dictionary Dec 02 2022

a small amount of something that shows you what the rest is or should be like a free sample of shampoo samples of



carpet curtain material please bring some samples of your work to the interview c2 a small amount of a substance

that a doctor or scientist collects in order to examine it a blood urine sample b2

population vs sample definitions differences examples Nov 01 2022

a sample is the specific group that you will collect data from the size of the sample is always less than the total size

of the population in research a population doesn t always refer to people it can mean a group containing elements of

anything you want to study such as objects events organizations countries species organisms etc

sample what it means in statistics types and examples Sep 30 2022

a sample refers to a smaller manageable version of a larger group it is a subset containing the characteristics of a

larger population samples are used in statistical testing when
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